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The Future is the Natural World 

 
“Biodiversity loss is the most significant environmental problem facing Australia” 

Professor David Lindenmayer. (2007) “On Borrowed Time” 

 

Introduction. Experience of multiple impacts on the representative ESA, after lodgement of the first 

submission, convinced researcher of the need to lodge a second submission. 1  At the end of this 

submission two of many baseline reports, support and confirm the above quote & both submissions.  

Urgent need for Eco-literacy to protect, restore, and fund last environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) in 

situ, and make essential changes needed to achieve that protection, restoration and funding, is a 

responsibility to the future. This Inquiry is vital to achieving that goal. 

Applied Ecology and Ecologically Sustainable Survival Economics (ESSE) are needed to respond 

to legislation meddled-with by previous government. These changes have made protection of Nature 

meaningless, as seen in critical habitat & corridor ecology (ecological integrity is now unprotected).  

The best and quickest response to correction of anomalies, is to Transition to a model which can be 

tested to update concepts, controls, and zones (with little or no disruption to society), to achieve 

maximum benefit to Rare Environment, to be protected and restored for Survival Economics. 

This model should be supervised by the State Environment department with reference to Submission 

#1 and to pre 2014 Baseline reports to guide restoration and protection. The Sheldon Forest BGHF 

remains an exemplar of the most valuable remnant reserve for Eco-Literacy as it is corridor and habitat 

value to Wildlife stretches from the Lane Cove National Park to the Pacific Highway.  

It is also a reference point (with the Granny Springs Reserve and other rare Reserves adjoining Lane 

Cove National Park) to enable comparison with the damage to ecology in the nominated polygons of 

critical habitat & corridor ecology – also enabled for MNES by the EPBC Act.  2    

The BioBanking “Agreement” was ill-conceived as an Operational exercise. It is not a true Biodiversity 

Conservation “additionality” exercise. Its development appears to coincide with the development of the 

Biodiversity Offsetting Scheme, changes to the BC Act, and to the Crown Lands Management Act.  

 
1 The absence of data and suppressed sensitivity have led to out of control removal of last remaining ground, mid storey and 
canopy cover  – native vegetation which enables “Wildlife engineers” to ensure Ecosystem survival for all species.  
2 Matters of National Environmental Significance such as Blue Gum High Forest and critically endangered ecological 
communities of fauna and flora are protected or should be to strengthen and restore the National Reserve System. 
https://www.dcceew.gov.au/environment/epbc/protected-matters-search-tool  

The Future is the Natural World confirms this scientist warning: “We report three major and confronting 

environmental issues that have received little attention and require urgent action. First, we review the evidence that future 

environmental conditions will be far more dangerous than currently believed. The scale of the threats to the biosphere and 

all its lifeforms—including humanity—is in fact so great that it is difficult to grasp for even well-informed experts. Second, 

we ask what political or economic system, or leadership, is prepared to handle the predicted disasters, or even capable of 

such action. Third, this dire situation places an extraordinary responsibility on scientists to speak out candidly and 

accurately when engaging with government, business, and the public. We especially draw attention to the lack of 

appreciation of the enormous challenges to creating a sustainable future. The added stresses to human health, wealth, 

and well-being will perversely diminish our political capacity to mitigate the erosion of ecosystem services on which 

society depends. The science underlying these issues is strong, but awareness is weak. Without fully appreciating and 

broadcasting the scale of the problems and the enormity of the solutions required, society will fail to achieve even modest 

sustainability goals.” https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcosc.2020.615419/full  

https://www.dcceew.gov.au/environment/epbc/protected-matters-search-tool
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcosc.2020.615419/full
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This Submission seeks to reverse exponential loss of Biodiversity. The Planning & Development 

system (P&D) has blocked protection of rare Public Assets (natural and built), by rezoning the same for 

development and recreation. The process used to achieve these re-zonings show Rezoning for 

development is a Key Threatening Process (KTP) for native fauna and flora. 

GIPAs and long-term investigation of these Eco-Assets - and the history of obstruction of their 

restoration and protection - shows principles of Biodiversity Conservation are misunderstood. The 

failures are reflected by inadequate land planning controls in the status quo in NSW (2011 – 2023). The 

failures are critical pointers to current incorrect protections, applied to important future inheritance. 

Submission #2 arises from continued loss of Biodiversity multiple losses occurring after submission #1 

was lodged - in the nominated Critical Habitat and Corridor Ecology. 

The immediate loss of habitat in this location is largely irreversible. It is aggressively and progressively 

incrementing the cumulative local, state and federal extinction of nationally significant fauna and flora 

(please refer to reports attached at the end of the submission). 

A Major Project to enable protype U-Turn has been suggested (and is suggested again). 

Recommendations made in Submission #1 are repeated due to continued outdated controls, and 

because the situation for last urban wildlife, and its habitat, is so dire that repetitions are crucial to full 

understanding and implementation of the need to change and update planning concepts, controls and 

protection zones. This is to inform increasing necessity for urgent amendments and awareness needed 

(to produce the Actions and Eco-literacy required to deal with the Age of Environmental Breakdown). 3  

The Transition is to employ scientists’ warnings to achieve simple social actions, which will be beneficial 

to the mental and physical health of children and young adults, but which is possible by actions 

engaged in the critical habitat & corridor ecology locations, supported by educational organizations. 

Applied ecology and re-wilding, assessment of dieback in trees and use of old gardens, root-zone 

moisture assessment and historical insect and bird counts will form the basis of engagement. The 

employment of rare, character-rich built public assets, located within the landscape of critical habitat 

and corridor ecology:  

(a) will allow the C/E 5 Zone accepted by State Government, denied by Local Government in 2012,  

(b) will enable employment of long denied awareness-raising signage in the Landscape Museum 

(echoing the attributes of Geo regional nominations in a miniature form), and  

(c) Implementation of a much more detailed Urban Forest Strategy best conducted by an Ecology 

& Environment Department locally – to enable what has not been acknowledged and supplied 

by the “adopted” Urban Forest Strategy on Council’s website. 

For example: a combination of the above 3 will provide details of a Recovery Plan for Ecological 

communities (BGHF, STIF, Duffy’s Forest etc) including Fauna Management Plans, Rapid 

replenishment of habitat and hollows to recompense the out-of-control loss of gardens, trees and very 

likely, the attempted loss of rare biodiversity refuges in Parks and Reserves, to be sold off by the 

enabling Crown Lands Management Act. This Act gives biodiversity minimum importance and has 

placed over-emphasis on turning leasehold to freehold (see attachments in submissions #1 and 2). 

The importance of single trees to total conservation of rare urban biodiversity is not understood. 4  This 

Major Project can do this almost immediately. However, the effort is blocked, belittled and intimidated, 

resulting in denial, delay and disregard.  as it seems many indicators point to a secret plan to develop 

rare urban biodiversity into recreational facilities and sporting provisions. 5   

 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvZ1VMYBD0E&t=1s  
4 Humanity’s Mortality Moment https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl9Z_miGBNw  
5 For example the Norman Griffiths Oval, North Turramurra Recreation Area, The glade, QE reserve and others. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvZ1VMYBD0E&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl9Z_miGBNw
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“Can we save our last, best forest?” 
Transition & Transform to Survival Economics for future kids and wildlife.  

 
A Permanent Royal Commission to protect Nature’s ecological integrity, eco-literacy and eco-jobs.  
Forest is a survival mechanism for all species. Human impact in rare forest areas constitutes irreversible impact 
on Natural Capital. Re-zoning for use creates impacts by concrete, machinery, synthetic grass and more. This 
impact needs Biodiversity Conservation, Eco-literacy & Signage measures - to alert decision-makers and public 
to the Age of Environmental Breakdown. Rapidly changing biodiversity & climate conditions need local 
knowledge, new concepts & observation. Indigenous respect for land - implies wildlife & human co-dependency. 

     

      

Transition to Eco-Literacy and Protection is the New Business.  
The Landscape Museum and Transition landscape would assist as a prototype in moving Australia into 
an Era of Economics of Biodiversity Conservation, to create new concepts -  which would be 
complementary to the Climate emissions drawdown - while at the same time restoring Ecosystems in 
wetlands, Forests, riparian areas, coastal areas and riverbank restoration etc.  
 
This research says ABCDE concepts are: 

• Advanced landscape conservation (ALC) 

• Baseline shift avoidance (BSA) 

• Critical biological infrastructure (CBI) 

• Don’t Deny, Delay, Destroy Biodiversity (DDDDB) 

• Ecologically Sustainable Survival Economics (ESSE) 
 

The Ku-ring-gai High Conservation Value (HCV) Public Assets which would be employed in rewilding 
and restoring Local & Global Understandings for critical habitat and corridor ecology are: 
 

• The 828 Building on the Pacific Highway in Gordon (Centre for ESSE) 

• The Town Hall Landscape from the Town Hall, Presbytery, & Secret Wild Landscape 

• The Sheldon Forest Urban Wildlife Sanctuary and Fauna Record Hut  

• The Hillview Health & Wellness Heritage Precinct 

• The Little Village Park Welcome Park 

• The Turramurra Library Precinct  

 
Current lack of respect for Environment, Wildlife and Women work together. Emphasis on 
Ecology rather than Technology will help to turn around the loss of Australia’s native fauna and flora. It 
will give the indigenous Voice to Parliament which the Referendum failed to restore, protect and fund. 
 
Need for Australia wide Ecology Departments to work with Public Broadcasters.  
The Major Project would demonstrate how Public Assets like Hillview located in critically endangered 
Urban Forest settings could help to Broadcast the urgent need for decision-maker& public Eco-Literacy.  
 

https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/age-of-environmental-breakdown
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The Landscape Museum, Transition polygons and GIPA revealed facts.6 

While Flaws in the Planning System have been referred in submission #1 the current submission 

attempts to put these into application, explanation and correctional mode, because we don’t have time 

to waste following years of denial and disregard by the Planning & Development (P&D) system.   

Investigating Protection, Restoration and Funding: GIPAs and personal investigation reveal a 

strong bias away from Protection (usually attempted by women). The bias is toward assisting Use and 

impact by heavy machinery damaging remnant biodiversity. This allows inappropriate “management”, 

and Use of last landscapes for fauna and flora habitat to create jobs / wrong employment (by powerful 

development industry operators, recreational associations, sporting associations and “cronies”).  

This wrong impact is consistent right across the nominated polygonal landscapes. A summary of public 

assets and mixed landscape tenures show how errors in Biodiversity Conservation happen and work. 

We are in an Age of Environmental Breakdown. We must do things differently – but this is not possible 

in this ESA as there is No table for prior discussion, with locally aware protectors.  

Resulting impacts on Fauna and Flora (biodiversity), and errors include: 

1.  Rezoning for USE – without initial protection (2004), then further re-zoning (2012) without 

cumulative protection and a repeat of rezoning (LEP2015) still without protection, has resulted a 

cascade of biodiversity loss…. to development, recreation and sport.  

2. Suppression of Sensitivity – as the above historical problem is not understood by the public 

responding to exhibited flawed reports (usually briefed to consultants using the perspective that this 

un-protected ESA is “underutilized”), and there is NO table for discussion - attempts to request 

correction are labelled as “harassment” and blocked…. thus allowing wrong assumptions in almost 

every field of decision making, to proceed un-vetted. Public & decision-makers remained unaware 

of the national significance of the ESA’s vegetation & protection required for well over a decade.  

3. A Combination of 1 and 2 above - has impacted advice given, recommendations taken and actions 

resulting from those, across the LGA, but this submission concentrates on the nominated polygonal 

landscape which captures significant public natural and built assets. These are in need of protection 

for advanced landscape conservation, and council adopted decisions flawed planning controls have 

just 4 protection zones and 24 zoned for human impact on land.  

4. Over - Rezoning for Housing Strategy – Since the Environmental Reference Group was disbanded 

in 2009 a decade of high development followed, despite the LGA receiving top development (in 

2007). Despite that Planning was awarded for the “thankless task” of bringing the ESA to 80% of its 

2036 targets (by 2017). Despite Points 1-3 a double error occurred – the LSPS placed Housing at 

top priority in its Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) AND the Green Grid became a 

recreational grid (originally envisaged as a water and biodiversity grid). Also, the Recreational 

Needs Study was co-opted by the recreational and sporting economy. This by considering rare 

biodiversity refuges as “recreational Facility asset class”.  Sport and Recreation were not allowed to 

be discussed together in the “Sustainable” Recreational Advisory Group (SRAG), but the 

Recreational Needs Study discussed Sport and Recreation in the same consultant briefed Report. 

5. Ability to predetermine and achieve – This includes ability to spend vast amounts of public money 

on Consultant Reports briefed to produce the development outcome pressured, with the inclusion of 

errors in “Master-Planning”. For example, the Community Hub in Turramurra was predetermined in 

2008 as FOI shows, but it was development placed on just one precinct of 5 precincts – each zoned 

with equal intensity to make Turramurra bigger than Hornsby. The predetermined plan enabled the 

forced reclassification of the Little Village Park (not needed pre 2013 for this development). A Black 

Box built by the real estate industry - was  constructed directly opposite the three heritage buildings 

 
6 These details will assist and enable Accounting FOR Nature. This is another aspect of this research for the Economy and the 
Legal system in Mayday for Australia’s Biodiversity. Please note all the facts cannot be shown in this submission but are in 
sore need of scrutiny to enable protection of Ecological Integrity of nationally significant ecological communities.  
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in Hillview Heritage. The Black Box is signature of how things appear to work, as it is built on the 

curve on the dangerous Pacific Highway, to Force demolition of the 3 heritage buildings – through 

which the Department of Roads and Transport zoned an un-necessary Road. This required 

widening of the Highway was on the wrong side of the H’way. The Black Box was built exactly 

opposite to the SP2 road re-zoning. Please see Pages 20 & 21 of Submission #1. Thus, it is 

possible to see a clear example of how Departments co-operate as allies & cronies with each other 

to achieve an outcome – noting the Department of Planning secretly re-zoned the entire Heritage 

Precinct, (blocking Nomination for Heritage listing the entire landscape Hillview Precinct twice – 

once in 2016 and next in 2022). Other anomalies are too complex for this written submission. 

6. Master-planning which is not master-planning -This is visible in rarest Near-to-station, Globally rare 

remnant Urban Biodiversity, and Heritage-worthy Reserves, forming rare wildlife corridors between 

Lane Cove National Park and Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park. The existence of 5 precincts in 

close proximity to each other, inside the Town Centre, did not stop the proposed Transition Town 

centre being re-zoned “to the hilt”. This on each of 5 precincts - including the Heritage Precinct of 

Hillview Heritage Landscape.  Plans made behind closed doors are then placed on public 

exhibition, with negligible regard to local conditions and voices attempting to protect. This is Not at 

all real landscape-wide planning crucial to creating planning controls which will retain Ecological 

Integrity of Un-protected endangered ecological communities of species. Gardens across the 

Transition Landscape are being razed to the ground and replaced by concrete due to Complying 

Development Certificates & Private Certifiers.   

7. Removal of Trees - Arborist Reports show no consideration or understanding of the need for Fauna 

Management Plans (FMPs) to be considered in Tree Removal / Risk Assessment Forms. Trees are 

seen from a perspective of Human Use (SULE) and providing canopy for Shade. There is No 

assessment of a Tree’s biological function for Insects, Wildlife habitat, Food-source, protection of 

root-zone moisture, windbreak value, ecosystem values and with most recent scientific warning that 

“cutting down trees causes fires”. Probably the same arborist is employed to do across the board 

tree assessment – with little landscape consideration of the tree’s support value to core habitats in 

rare reserves. The assessment of each tree removal is done “in isolation” – with no awareness of 

each tree’s contribution to struggling wildlife. Quote “The total species list of the community is considerably 

larger than that given above, with many species present in only one or two sites or in low abundance. The species 

composition of a site will be influenced by the size of the site, recent rainfall or drought condition and by its disturbance 

(including fire) history. The number of species, and the above ground relative abundance of species will change with 

time since fire, and may also change in response to changes in fire regime (including changes in fire frequency). At any 

one time, above ground individuals of some species may be absent, but the species may be represented below ground in 

the soil seed banks or as dormant structures such as bulbs, corms, rhizomes, rootstocks or lignotubers. The list of 

species given is of vascular plant species; the community also includes micro-organisms, fungi, cryptogamic plants and 

a diverse fauna, both vertebrate and invertebrate. These components of the community are poorly documented.” 7 

8. Consideration of Cumulative Effect – Sheldon Forest BioBanking and Biodiversity Stewardship 

assessment was based on “Operational Management”. Thus, Biodiversity Conservation money was 

not applied to true Conservation. Money is mostly used to employ people to use heavy machinery in 

this vulnerable & valuable high conservation value and high real estate value reserve. RE1 

Recreation was zoned secretly in LEP2015. This travesty rezoning for recreation happened behind 

closed doors with the Lease being kept secret “ for responsible and effective government”.  The 

GIPA reveals how cronies grab & gift high value Public Land. It is a laughable exercise in ignorance 

which has happened in the middle of huge conversion of soils and seedbank sterilized forever. To 

the North, South, East (and west in the re-development of Macquarie Park) emphasis has been on 

concrete construction. “Measuring what matters” must calculate how much land & soils&seedbank 

worthy of regenerating for the future city, has been converted to Concrete.   

 
7  “Relatively distal and isolated plant species can contribute significantly to the long-term genetic viability of endangered and 

critically endangered communities and must be protected.” https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/549f8fe33004262463aea54e 

https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/549f8fe33004262463aea54e
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Leases – Change Cown Land “Management” and Crony capitalism. 

 

      

 

All Crown & Public Land must be 

protected for Eco-literacy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl9Z_

miGBNw 
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The Future is the Natural World 

 
“Biodiversity loss is the most significant environmental problem facing Australia” 

Professor David Lindenmayer. (2007) “On Borrowed Time” 

Eco-Literacy, Health & Survival of Eco-systems by re-wildling 

Recommendation to Transition to 30% x 2030 by increasing C/E-zones for:  

The Urban Forest Strategy must be a protection strategy - tested by a proposed TTT  

Protection of Environment should not be left to volunteers – it should be a gazetted C/E-zoning system https://www.iucn.org/ . 
 
BRIEF HISTORY - When re-zoning for development and recreation began (2004) Planning system controls did not consider that: 

• The Turramurra Transition Town (TTT)  had mapped Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES),  
• Planning system flaws did not protect MNES from cumulative impacts of multiple LEPs in the proposed Transition Town, 
• Master-planning did not consider: advanced landscape conservation, protection of ecological integrity of rare urban Forest. 
• We can no longer afford for Environment (Nature)  to be absent from accounting systems, national finances, or be ignored by economic decision makers.   

 
2012 – STATE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING SAW FLAWS AND RECOGNIZED NEED FOR E5 ZONING. This was 
blocked and disregarded.  Yet, DPIE advised writer to go to Council (elected & unelected) for planning proposals for Transition to: 

(a) Achieve the C/E5 zone commenced in 2012 by the State Department of Planning, tailored to specific needs of the ESA 
(b) Protect un-recognized built and natural heritage areas now re-zoned for development and take necessary steps to protect - in the ESA. 

2022 - NSW LEGISLATION NO LONGER MEETS NEEDS TO PROTECT NATURE – Transition to protection must be 
tailored to urgent needs of ESAs to protect and restore last best ESAs for future (CEEC Urban Forest, built heritage). 
A Landscape Museum, in a Transition Town in Destination Ku-ring-gai will overcome past delay & disregard, to protect & restore, signage, etc 

 
Proposed TTT - Current 2012 re-zoning needs correction in 2022 -The proposal seeks to overcome obstacles such as 

a lack of awareness of principles of Biodiversity Conservation and Climate Change in the planning system: Scrap Current Zoning 

of the proposed Turramurra Transition Town (TTT)  
• Since 2004 and continuing today, the rarity & sensitivity of the ESA LGA, and particularly the ESA TTT has been downplayed. 
• Over-development (40+apartments) destroying urban forest in the TTT has resulted in cumulative irreversible loss of rare forest.  

1. ESD is crucial in an ESA to correct planning flaws and achieve ecologically informed Governance:  
• In 2008 DECC said “Conservation is sought within the Planning process” - meaning the system of re-zoning for Use is also the system 

that re-zones for protection.  This presents a conflict of outcomes for survival of an ESA & prevents Biodiversity Conservation. 
• An Environment focus group of eco-literate, informed individuals is required in an ESA of critically endangered ecological 

community, to consult /work with civic management and Councillors,  

2. Master-plan & Redesign the TTT as a prototype to Advance new ESD concepts, Explain & Redefine the Green Grid:. 
• Last remaining critical biological infrastructure (CBI) for future generations to survive, needs new protection in an ESA. 
• To protect the ecological structure and framework of last remaining Urban Forest, the Green Grid is not a Recreational Grid – it 

is an Ecological Grid first. Why? 

3. The TTT Urban Forest needs to remain ecologically intact as it is: 
• Habitat for the last indigenous urban wildlife, in listed critically endangered ecological communities  
• The last unique forest experience for humans and lungs for the future city  

4. Government must TELL the development Industry that a prototype Transition for the Green Grid will be employed /engaged. Why? 
• To allow for Protected Areas by mechanisms such as C/E5 zones set up by the Department (2012) 
• To apply principles to secure Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) for the Age of Environmental Breakdown.    
• To avoid decision-makers mistakenly and irreversibly ‘converting to concrete, bitumen and synthetic grass’ remaining areas of 

rare biodiversity – via re-zoning for development, recreation, roads and other Uses. 

5. Government must Account FOR Nature in the TTT, to protect Survival mechanisms as the first step to Business as Un-usual.  
• Nature has a “blind spot” in economics. It is regarded as an EXTERNALITY.  
• Is the Urban Forest Strategy fir for future? economics of biodiversity, produced by the Dasgupta Report. 

6. Implement Eco-literacy to educate decision-makers, in modern concepts such as – Advanced Landscape Conservation, Baseline Shift 
Avoidance, Cumulative Impact Assessment.  

7. Delay is death for Environment, Environmental C/E5 zones tailored to ESA’s needs, recognizing Eco-centric perspectives and measures 
via a local Planning Proposal (see letter from DPIE). 

8. SURVIVAL ECONOMICS – TRANSITION TO GREEN RECOVERY FOR PROTECTION OF HEALTH & WILDLIFE.   

           
Rare urban forest should be planned and protected outside the Standard Instrument for bequest & non-use Value.  

https://www.iucn.org/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/dasguptareview
https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/age-of-environmental-breakdown
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2019-02-12/insect-species-in-decline-and-facing-extinction/10804094
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What does the “Game of Mates” mean for Australia’s Environment?                                   

The Game of Mates increases ‘extinction debt’ - a debt far more serious than financial debt. 

Quoting– “Rigged“ the 2nd  edition of Game of Mates: How favours bleed the nation, first released in 2017 
https://gameofmates.com/   ‘This book will open your eyes to how Australia really works.’  ROSS 
GITTINS  Australia has become one of the most unequal societies in the Western world, when just a generation 
ago, it was one of the most equal. This is the story of how networks of Mates have come to dominate business 
and government, robbing ordinary Australians. ….[AND THE ENVIRONMENT]. 

Rigged uncovers the pattern of political favours, grey gifts and information sharing that has been allowed to 
build up over two decades. Drawing on extensive economic research, it exposes the Game of Mates as nothing 
less than cronyism on a grand scale across Australia, and how Australia has fallen behind other countries in 
combatting it. 

  

Image from Rigged  
+++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

WHAT IS THE ENVIRONMENT LOSING ? 

The Game of Mates can even stop Laws from protecting biodiversity.  In the above context, 

the question now for Treasury and the Legal System is: 

Should the rarest Australian biodiversity be allowed to vanish, or should we take steps to 

immediately correct errors, engage the public in repair, and anyway, do we have time to stop 

Extinction Debt while we try to Protect, Restore and Fund Biodiversity (below)? 

An extract from:   
Michael Harrison, Travis McEwen Group Ku-ring-gai Draft Residential Strategy.  (Document for Public 
Exhibition 23/03/00)  
 
Ku-ring-gai exhibits environmental splendour of such a scale that it is of national significance.  
Unique features of Ku-ring-gai include:  
 Most of the last remnants in the Sydney “bioregion” of the toweringly tall Blue Gum forests (the “bioregion” extends from 

Nelson Bay to Bateman’s Bay and from the coast to the mountains).  
 The largest number of threatened species (plants and animals) in the bioregion for a local government area. It is 

noteworthy that Ku-ring-gai has similar numbers of bird and plant species as the entire British Isles.  
 4 National Parks in and around Ku-ring-gai:  

• Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park  
• Lane Cove National Park  
• Gadigal National Park  
• Dalrymple Hay Forest National Park.  

 

Historical Weakening of Environmental Controls in Ku-ring-gai by powerful Planning & development 
systems, in an area of national environmental significance, is confirmed by court cases & the TSSC. Yet 
Urban Forest remains unrecognized and unprotected (most recent mapping has identified 5 CEECs).   
Sydney will lose the city’s scarcest urban forest and most unique urban wildlife, including some of the 
best domestic architecture – a double significance planning system controls do not recognize or protect.  
 
We need ecologically sustainable survival economics (ESSE) to tie the economic system to the legal 

system, to create a Protection system, and a new business for a future which kids and wildlife must face.  

The Game of Mates & Conflict of Interest means Protectors cannot Protect. 

https://gameofmates.com/
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Who is calculating this loss to the future city?  

Rare Urban Forest needs statutory Protection & Recognition  

Awareness of great rarity & sensitivity appears to be suppressed, to allow re-zoning for 

development, recreation, sport etc. to go through. Decision makers and public are 

unaware of nationally significant fauna and flora. ie. Matters of National Environmental 

Significance (MNES). Un-protected, biodiversity is being lost with rapidity. 
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The Future is the Natural World 

 
“Biodiversity loss is the most significant environmental problem facing Australia” 
Professor David Lindenmayer. (2007) “On Borrowed Time” 

Rare Urban Forest needs statutory Protection and Recognition  
Awareness appears to have been suppressed by report being buried. 

1. Did the General Manager have to step in, in order to release this 2016 Report to environmental groups in 
2020…. because it was concealed by the planning and development system? 

2. Is current re-zoning in the Transition Town (TTT) proposed, Eco-literate about Urban Forest? 
3. Is current re-zoning aware of future cumulative impacts on Urban Forest?  

10/50 code The updated Code of Practice came into effect on Friday 4 September 2015. Whilst the new Code 
has undergone extensive review in light of 3500 submissions, Council considers that there are outstanding 

problems associated with the operation of the Code that need to be addressed.  These include: 

1. 10/50 Code has been developed without fire modelling and therefore has no scientific validation - 
scientific surveys highlight that ember attack is responsible for the majority of house losses during 
bushfires and the effect of clearing is marginal at best in high intensity fire events. 

2. Embers can originate from any number of sources including existing burning houses, 
gardens, commercial properties, roadside landscaping as well as from bushland. CSIRO 
research shows that embers will travel over distances ranging kilometres away. The removal 
of trees and bushland understoreys will not remove the threat of ember attack. There is 
evidence to suggest that trees have an ember-blocking effect. 

3. RFS engagement with homeowners on ember-proofing of houses and property 
maintenance is fundamental to reducing threat from fire. 

4. On-going building and property maintenance measures are supported by fire researchers 
and Council, but there is no mention of asset maintenance in the Code. 

 
5. There must be a commitment by the RFS to undertake a detailed assessment of the 

effectiveness of 10/50 following any bushfire. If benefits cannot be clearly demonstrated, 
the Code should be repealed. 

 
6. There is no available evidence in NSW of property damage due to the refusal by the RFS for 

vegetation clearing approval under the previous Bushfire Risk Assessments processes. As 
such, Bushfire Risk Assessments and the issuing of Hazard Reduction Certificates by the RFS 
have proved to be effective and should be reinstated. 

 
7. The 10/50 Code is a one-size-fits-all methodology that fails to consider the bush fire risk 

associated with individual locations and is clearly inappropriate for Ku-ring-gai Council. Risk 
has been replaced with proximity and is not equal for every vegetation community or for 
properties in suburbia where vegetation is largely disconnected by extensive road networks, 
hard infrastructure and large recreational spaces. 

8. Vegetation assessment should be returned to RFS experts to determine risk and provide 
proven protection measures. Self-assessment by inexpert residents invalidates the 
precautionary principle which underpins state & commonwealth environmental legislation. 

9. It is irresponsible to engage residents as proxies for skilled RFS assessors who have 
undergone extensive training and assessment to apply their profession.
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Ecological / environmental consequences from operation of the Code as applicable in Ku-ring-gai: 

10. Whilst the updated Code now includes vegetation that cannot be cleared including 
Critically Endangered species, habitats and ecological communities as scheduled in NSW; 
coastline; wetlands and special environmental SEPPs, it does not go far enough. Nearly 
70% of Endangered Ecological Communities (EECs) in Ku-ring-gai occur on private land. 
Whilst Blue Gum High Forest and Shale Sandstone Transition Forest are now excluded 
from 10/50 due to their critical status, the following EECs are at risk in the LGA: 

 

Vegetation Type NSW TSC Act Commonwealth 
EPBC Act 

Coastal Flats Swamp Mahogany Forest EEC - 

Coastal Upland Swamp EEC EEC 

Duffys Forest EEC - 

Estuarine Fringe Forest - Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest EEC - 

Sydney Turpentine-Ironbark Forest EEC CEEC 

 

11. Endangered is the step before extinction. There exists the real potential that the Code will 
push these vegetation communities gradually towards extinction. We must remember this 
vegetation is endemic and occurs nowhere else in the world. 

12. The following threatened flora and fauna are afforded no protection under the Code: 
 

State and Nationally Threatened Flora 
 

Scientific Name NSW TSC Act 
Commonwealth 

EPBC Act 

Acacia pubescens Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Haloragodendron lucasii Endangered Endangered 

Darwinia biflora Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Eucalyptus camfieldii Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Melaleuca deanei Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Genoplesium baueri Endangered Endangered 

Grammitis stenophylla Endangered - 

Tetratheca glandulosa Vulnerable - 

Epacris purpurascens var. 
purpurascens 

 

Vulnerable 
 

- 
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State and Nationally Threatened Fauna 
 

Common name NSW TSC Act 
Commonwealth 

EPBC Act 

Eastern Bent-wing Bat 
Vulnerable - 

Eastern False Pipistrelle 
Vulnerable - 

Eastern Freetail-bat 
Vulnerable - 

Eastern Pygmy-possum 
Vulnerable - 

Greater Broad-nosed Bat 
Vulnerable - 

Grey-headed Flying-fox 
Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Large Pied Bat 
Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Little Bentwing-bat 
Vulnerable - 

Southern Brown Bandicoot 
Endangered Endangered 

Southern Myotis 
Vulnerable - 

Spotted tailed Quoll 
Vulnerable Endangered 

Yellow-bellied Sheathtail-bat 
Vulnerable - 

Red-crowned Toadlet 
Vulnerable - 

Rosenberg's Goanna 
Vulnerable - 

Barking Owl 
Vulnerable - 

Gang-gang Cockatoo pop. Hornsby 
and Ku-ring-gai LGA 

Endangered 
(Pop), 
Vulnerable 

- 

Glossy Black-Cockatoo 
Vulnerable - 

Little Lorikeet 
Vulnerable - 

Powerful Owl 
Vulnerable - 

Regent Honeyeater 
Endangered CE 

 
 

State and Nationally Threatened Populations 

 
Scientific Name Common name NSW TSC Act Commonwealth 

EPBC Act 

Callocephalon fimbriatum Gang-gang Cockatoo pop. 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai LGA 

E (Pop), V 
- 

 
 

Internationally Significant Biodiversity 
 

Species Name Common Name International Status* 

Apus pacificus Fork-tailed Swift C,J,K 

Hirundapus caudacutus White-throated Needletail C,J,K 

Egretta sacra Eastern Reef Egret C 
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Haliaeetus leucogaster White-bellied Sea-Eagle C 

Calidris acuminata Sharp-tailed Sandpiper C,J,K 

Calidris ferruginea Curlew Sandpiper CE,C,J,K 

Limicola falcinellus Broad-billed Sandpiper C,J,K 

* C =Listed on China Australia Migratory Bird Agreement, CD =Conservation Dependent 

(Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999),CE =Critically Endangered (Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999) ,E 

=Endangered (Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999) , J=Listed on Japan Australia Migratory Bird 

Agreement , K =Listed on Republic of Korea Australia Migratory Bird Agreement, KTP= Key 

Threatening Process (Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999), V =Vulnerable (Commonwealth EPBC Act 

1999), X=Extinct (Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999), XW =Extinct in the Wild (Commonwealth EPBC 

Act 1999) 

 
 

13. The Code is contributing to a key threatening process (Clearing of Native Vegetation) under 
OEH legislation has significant ramifications for inter-generational equity as well as 
contravening the international Convention on Biological Diversity, which Australia is a party 
to. It would be a tragic legacy to lose species of local, national and international significance 
to an unproven policy. 

14. The loss of majestic remnant trees that define Ku-ring-gai will negatively impact on birds 
and mammals and fragment or eliminate important wildlife corridors. Whilst the Code does 
not condone injury to wildlife, potentially many hollows (which may take more than 80 
years to form) will be lost to threatened species such as powerful owls. 

15. Most native species are cryptic (shy) and it is likely residents are unaware of their presence. 
Detection may take the experience of an ecologist, as some fauna may only be identified by 
certain tree markings, scats or through the use of hidden cameras or trapping devices. The 
use of the Code condones inadvertent damage to valued habitat and hence poses a real 
threat to native species. Even if there was a breach, it would be out of sight and out of 
mind. The loss of hollows and habitat is a key threatening process under OEH legislation. 
Again, the Code is expecting residents to act as proxy wildlife experts and determine fauna 
presence and habitat. This neither realistic nor reasonable. 

16. The Code conceals the actual clearance area affected. A typical single dwelling in Ku- ring-
gai is 20m x 15m on a vegetated block; hence the area impacted by tree removal would be 
about 1500 sq. metres, while the understorey clearance area could potentially be 1.35 
hectares. This is an enormous impact if it were to be fully realised. 

17. Edge effects, which are the negative consequences of clearing on the perimeter of 
bushland, can include an increased exposure of sunlight and wind and an alteration to 
evaporation rates and water runoff, essentially drying the land and making it more fire 
prone. These effects can permeate nearly 60 metres into bushland and 

have other inevitable consequences such as erosion, weed invasion, changes to 
fauna and flora assemblages and increases in predation by foxes and cats as core 
habitat is opened. 
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18. Whilst the Code protects Aboriginal heritage as mapped, if the land parcel does 
not contain legal protection, it is up to the resident to determine if a tree is an 
‘Aboriginal scar tree’ using an on-line OEH field manual. Not all scarred trees 
have been found or recorded and again the Code is requiring residents to act as 
Aboriginal heritage experts. If one tree is accidently removed because of 
inexpert application of the manual, who is to blame? This heritage is special to 
every Australian and future generations. 

 

19. The Code has removed red tape and transferred a number of 
complicated conditions onto the landowner who is now required 
to be an ‘expert’ in environmental land management practices. 

 
20. There is no evidence that the Code is being accessed, read and followed and it is 

very difficult for Council officers to detect breaches when they are not informed 
of the clearing to begin with. It is usually up to neighbours to notify Council and 
this has various enforcement issues due to timing and the willingness of 
complainants to provide evidence. 

21. Since its introduction, observations indicate that the 10/50 Code is being 
used to remove trees to improve views, facilitate development, build 
garden sheds and other non-bushfire related purposes. Some trees are 
being removed because residents don’t like raking up leaves. 

22. The Code is also being taken advantage of by commercial tree and land clearing 
contractors and fly-by-night operators for their own commercial gain. There are reports 
from many areas within Ku-ring-gai of commercial operators letterboxing residents and 
groups of apparently unqualified tree fellers pushing for business door-to-door. It is 
surprising there has not been a fatality as yet. Is anyone policing these operators? 

 
23. A significant workload (cost of time and resources) is placed on Council to 

field queries and ensure that compliance exists with the Code. However, 
there are no regulatory provisions or formal monitoring as there is no 
approval process or register. Furthermore, resources for this regulatory role 
do not exist nor is funding available for additional resources. 

 

24. Treed landscapes that are valued by residents and add economic value to the 
locale are being degraded. Some streets and even parts of suburbs have had 
their character already changed. Some of these trees are over 90 years old and 
will never be enjoyed by the public again and most probably will never be 
replaced, and all this for unproven protective gain. 

 

25. The Code needs to be repealed immediately to stop these actions and before another 
listed ecological community, population or species is mulched and pushed to extinction for 
unproven protective gain. 

26. Council encourages the return of Bushfire Risk Assessments and the issuing of Hazard 
Reduction Certificates by the RFS and for tree removal to be regulated by Local 
Government with effective monitoring and enforcement provisions. 

++++++++++++++++ 

 

 




